
   

Three Main Challenges to China-Russian cooperation1 

(Current Events 2022) 

A Flawed “Marriage of Convenience” 

In February 2022, the Russian Federation led by President Putin and the leader of the 

Chinese Communist Party (CCP) and the People’s Republic of China (PRC), President Xi 

Jingping, issued a joint statement asserting their alliance, branded as “The Sides”.2 Some 

(realists) argue that because nations act in their own interests, this “marriage of convenience” is 

strategically flawed.3 I concur. The challenges of two historically scorned mates attempting to re-

emerge as “great powers” is a telling façade. Why? Because the two separate nations that share 

Eurasia are pursuing the same objectives. China and Russia’s cooperation is challenged by each 

nation’s underpinning of historical humiliation, an unbalanced competition for limited resources, 

and a single point of leadership failure that is not sustainable because of its flawed perception of 

democracy. Democracies accept internal checks and balances, but this union’s history may not 

be receptive at demonstrating such trust.4 Although the public narrative of The Sides is 

consensual, the needs and desires of each nation’s self-interest show an imbalance in sustaining 

its populace. This imbalance will surface, and the likelihood of “divorce” will have a global 

impact.  

Just as a married couple assumes a common homestead, Eurasia is the geographic 

homeland of both the Russian Federation and China. Unlike the US, these major military powers 

have a history of romanticized dynasties and empires. They also hold dark pasts of war-torn 

defeats and territorial losses.5 While both nations appreciated the military power-projection and 

quasi-alliances with the US during twentieth-century wars, they have now become adversaries of 

the US within the Great Power Competition (GPC) schema.6 The Sides affirm support for 

democracy,7 but exercise a repressive form of governmental rule: The one-(China) rule under the 



   

Chinese Communist Party (CCP) and the Russian Federation’s faux democracy under Putin8. 

Interestingly, both aim for a world order more supportive of authoritarian regimes that prize 

sovereignty and non-interference in each other’s domestic affairs.9 As noted by Nye and Welch, 

“Russia has band-wagoned with China against the US… as a response to the deteriorating 

relations with the West”.10 Several discussions consider the economic woes of Russia and its 

diminishing population with the increasing growth of China’s domestic standards as cause for 

global alarm. The need for resources is unbalanced. That global impact could also begin with the 

pursuit of limited resources in the Arctic Region where some NATO alliances have a say.  

Both China and Russia are pursuing constrained resources in the same Arctic regional 

areas.11  In April 2019, the two energy-focused nations announced a collaborative agreement 

using Russia’s landmass advantage of energy (gas, oil reserves), its mining expertise, and its 

Northern Sea Route (NSR) with China’s economic and railway expansion, known as the 

Maritime (or Polar) Silk Road Initiative.12 Several argue that this was Russia’s way to 

circumvent the enormous sanctions of the 2014 illegal annexation of Ukraine.13 This “marriage 

could have offered favorable benefits for China with Russia’s chairmanship of the Arctic 

Council 2021-2023. China’s powerplay has been to gain legitimacy with “near-Arctic State” 

status, thus “inclusion into the (Arctic) club”, beyond just “Observer” status.14  China also needs 

liberal access to the region’s fishing resources to support its 1-plus billion populace. But Russia’s 

chairmanship is limited since the Arctic Council executes by consensus of all 8 (NATO and non-

NATO) members and over regional participants.15  Moreover, the current “Strategic Pause” 

against Russia for its February 2022 aggressive behavior against Ukraine is a “pre-nuptial” 

agreement that likely halts China’s ambitions of gaining favor while Russia is at the AC’s helm. 



   

China may see Russia’s actions as economic strains and begin to demand greater leverage from 

Russia’s resources using its own authoritarian, corrupt, and predatory practices against them.16  
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